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Generate test code directly from Arcadia engineering drawings, Generate test code directly from Arcadia engineering drawings, 
allowing you to ensure that your harness builds match your CAD allowing you to ensure that your harness builds match your CAD 
100% without having to built, learn and test against a golden sample 100% without having to built, learn and test against a golden sample 
build.build.

Arcadia Testing has output for most popular harness test interfaces Arcadia Testing has output for most popular harness test interfaces 
in use in the industry such as CAMI Research, CIRRIS, WEETECH & in use in the industry such as CAMI Research, CIRRIS, WEETECH & 
Dynalab.Dynalab.

Start testing with the Arcadia Advantage today!Start testing with the Arcadia Advantage today!



TESTINGINTERFACES

TESTING

ADVANTAGES
Build Harnesses Right First-Time

See Quickly where Build Issues have Occurred

Link Sucessful Harness Tests to your Label Printers 

Catch Build Errors Early in your Batch Broduction

Ensure Incrased Productivity and Reliability

Reduce your Production Leadtimes

Solve Quality Issues Before they Happen

Guarantee Highest Product Quality

CREATE TEST CODE OUTPUT AUTOMATICALLY FROM DRAWINGS
Arcadia Testing Interface Code can be instantly generated for any Arcadia drawing, this allows full harness testing even for low 

volume production or speciality harnesses such as motorsport or millitary orders.

ADVANCED FEATURES

Instantly Generate Code

Test code is generated for your chosen 

tester and can be loaded to your tester 

for use on your harness build and test 

boards either over your network or on 

SD card

See Where Faults Occur

Harness testers can identify the 

specific wires & cavities that are at fault 

allowing quick and easy rework of faulty 

harnesses.

Link to Test Headers

Save available connector test headers 

to your test library and automatically 

select them fort use on your test board.

ARCADIA TESTING INTERFACE BENEFITS
Guaranteed right first time, no chance of testing a faulty golden build againd subsequent harnesses built with errors.

Removes the effor of manual test code creation and entry, saving hours in technician’s time and avoiding manual error.


